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Introduction:  Today, in many K-12
classrooms across the country, teachers are losing
ground in exciting and maintaining a long-term
interest in the essential core areas of science,
technology engineering, and mathematics (STEM
subjects).  Teachers are looking for materials that will
deliver the content that they are charged with
teaching, yet be engaging enough to inspire and
ignite that spark of learning that will grow and
become an enduring flame.

The Red Planet beacons. The planned robotic
missions that NASA has designated to launch every
26 months gives educators a sustained pipeline of
exciting STEM materials that can  be utilized as
teaching unique opportunities.  NASA has a deep
commitment to education, and because of that
commitment, the engineering challenges and
discoveries revealed by the exploration of another
world are now being brought into K-12 classrooms
on a regular basis. NASA, recognizing that it has
space exploration expertise that it can provide to
enrich K-12 education, has put forth a new emphasis
in involving students in NASA research. The Mars
Program has embraced the opportunity to impact and
mold tomorrow's scientists, engineers, and
technologists.

These mission events can be experienced in real time
via the Internet, with the underlying science concepts
reinforced through hands-on activities. Students can
now participate actively in this exploration process,
serving not only as a lesson on how science and
technology can have real-world (or out-of-this-world)
applications, but also to fuel a passion for what their
futures might hold.

Many of the current programs within the Mars Public
Engagement Plan involve teachers and students at a
fundamental level.  This long-term plan lays the
foundation of themes and interwoven threads that can
be carried across time and missions to give teachers
the confidence that they can utilize Mars subject
matter for the long haul.  They can teach their core

subjects and simply update their curriculum with the
latest programs and discoveries.  Better yet, the Mars
program becomes a portal to bringing current, real-
world science into the classroom.

Examples of Mars-based curricula that have bridged
the standards-based content and real-time exploration
include:

• Mars Student Imaging Project – Student
teams across the US in grades 5-14 propose
to answer a scientific question using an
image they acquire from the Mars Odyssey
spacecraft camera.  Students then conduct
their own authentic research on their image
of Mars and report to NASA their findings;

• RoverQuest – Classrooms can follow the
Mars Exploration Rovers along their
traverse across Mars with inquiry-based
weekly lessons posted on the Web;

• Athena Student Intern Program – High
school students are competitively chosen to
work with scientists during rover surface
operations;

• Mars Exploration Student Data Teams –
High school student teams are competitively
selected to analyze orbital data using the
Mars Global Surveyor’s Thermal Emission
Spectrometer and Mars Odyssey’s Thermal
Emission Imaging System camera to alert
the Mars Exploration Rover team on events
that could impact the rover mission;

• Marsbound – curricula based on national
technology standards that have students
build a mission to Mars based on actual
hardware and balancing mass, budget, and
power;

• Mapping the Surface of a Planet - This
activity allows students to focus on actual
data from the Mars Global Surveyor
spacecraft and use their own observations of
this data to sharpen a variety of skills –
interpreting scales of height, distance and
temperatures, interpreting landforms, and
making comparisons between Earth
and Mars; and
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• Robotics Education – Robotics FIRST!
Competitions and basic classroom activities
involving high technology, low technology,
and no technology options for classroom
use.

These materials and programs have been created by
educators with classroom experience for teachers in
the real world.  It is essential that this pipeline be
continued and expanded as a viable option for
teachers to utilize as a way to integrate STEM
subjects into their curriculum in a meaningful way.
Our educators are yearning for truly inspiring
materials and new goals that they can pass on to the
next generation.  Mars and the lure of space
exploration can be that needed catalyst to help to
propel those young minds to become lifelong lovers
of science.
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